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The kitchen is the center of activity in 
most homes - a place where families 
meet, where conversations take place and 
lasting memories are created.  It is Sollera 
Fine Cabinetry’s hope that you will fi nd 
inspiration in the following pages, which 
will help you and your designers craft the 
perfect cabinetry to suit your personality 
and lifestyle.  The kitchens in this booklet 
are brilliant examples of how the integration 
of creative design, quality cabinetry, 
talented craftsmen and skillful installers 
can result in cabinetry of enduring beauty.
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Maple “Surrey” Cloud White / Clear Alder “Surrey” Cottage Green
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The broad range of door styles and 
fi nishes Sollera o� ers allows designers to 
create timeless masterpieces. Todays high 
quality fi nishes will provide an enduring 
fi nish, and will provide years of pleasure 
and functionality.

Maple “Townsend” Cornsilk / Walnut “Townsend” Yukon

TIMELESS CLASSICS
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Maple “Acadia” Cornsilk / Maple “Acadia” Custom Color Clarksville Gray
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Maple “Townsend” Cornsilk10



TRANSITIONAL 
STYLING

Combining wood doors and earth tone fi nishes, with straight 
sleek lines, metal accents and modern elements brings together 
the perfect combination to refl ect the homeowners recognition 

of value in furniture and tasteful design.  

Maple “Townsend” Cornsilk 11



Maple “Mission” Custom Color Jack in the Pulpit
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STAINS & GLAZES Sollera stains are a complex combination of toners and wiping stains which 
help balance natural color variations in the wood, while also providing rich 
deep colors. The complex fi nishes Sollera uses can be enhanced with the use 
of glazes, resulting in the look of gracefully aged furniture.  

Maple “Buckingham” Slate14



COTTAGE
FINISHES
For cabinetry with a unique “old world” look, 
Sollera presents the Cottage Finish Series. 
This series can be used for the entire kitchen 
or as a contrasting accent. The complex 
multi-step process results in a fi nish which 
resembles a hand painted door, and is most 
commonly used with distressing of the 
doors and wearing through of the fi nish on 
the edges.  When fi nish wearing is applied, 
a contrasting reddish color underneath the 
top color is exposed, enhancing the antique 
“repainted” look.

Clear Alder “Cambridge” Cottage White w/Black Glaze Light Distressing and Rub Through 15
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Maple “Charleston” Custom Color Creekside Green
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RUSTIC STYLING

Rustic styling captures most people’s imagination, warm and endearing, it 
is a lovely reminder of days gone by, hearty meals, the aroma of baking, and 
roaring fi res, taking us back to our childhood days. Stained wood cabinetry and 
painted fi nishes are both available in a wealth of patinas, distresses and antiqued 
applications.  

Knotty Alder “Annapolis” Natural w/Black Glaze18



Knotty Alder “Annapolis” Natural w/Black Glaze 19
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ANTIQUE DISTRESSING
The Antique Distressing style includes rounding of the 
corners of the doors and raised profi les, nicks and dents, 
and rasping, which simulates natural scrape marks a door 
might receive over years of use. 

Nicks & Dents

Corner Wear

Rasping
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ANTIQUE DISTRESSING & 
WEARING PACKAGE

LIGHT DISTRESSING

RUB THROUGH

Nicks & Dents

Corner Wear

Rasping

HEAVY DISTRESSING

Nicks & Dents

Nicks & Dents

Carved Edges

Carved Edges

Worm Holes Splits

To compliment the Antique Distressing, Sollera has 
developed the Antique Wearing package. This wearing 
is designed for use only with the Antique Distressing 
and includes wearing through the fi nish of the solid color 
fi nishes so that raw wood is exposed. It will show in spots 
of normal wear on the door edges, raised profi les and on 
the rounded corners of the doors. The Antique Distressing 
and Wear package beautifully re-creates the look of 
antique furniture, while still providing the durability of 
today’s modern fi nishes.

Light distressing is indicated when there are only a few nicks and dents and small amounts 
of “carving” on the outside edges. This artistic hand process results in cabinetry with 
the look of gracefully aged antique furniture, but with the durability of today’s modern 
fi nishes. This process leaves the impression of naturally aged and worn furniture without 
decades of waiting.

Heavy distressing mimics 
a heavily worn piece of 
furniture, with cracks in 
the door frame and panel, 
heavy carving on the door 
edges worm holes and 
nicks and dents.

Rubbing through the fi nish 
exposes the undercoats of previous 
fi nishes, and in some cases the raw 
wood. This enhancement to the 
distressing of the fi nish results in 
an appearance of a more naturally 
aged door. This process is followed by varnish top coats, giving protection and endurance 
to the hand crafted fi nish.
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Palisades Park 
Custom Color

Grenadier Red 
Custom Color

Jamestown Blue
Custom Color

CUSTOMsolid colors

Sollera fi nishes are among the most durable in the industry, using post catalyzed conversion 
varnish as the top coat. All Sollera fi nishes receive an extra step of oven baking to provide the 
fi nish with extra hardness and durability. The color of this fi nish type can be matched to many 
paint manufacturers.
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ACCESSORIES
Organize and streamline your kitchen with “necessary 
accessories”. Sollera Fine Cabinetry o� ers a wide range 

of wood and metal accessories to complete your kitchen. 
Organize your spices with a variety of spice pullouts, and 

make trash disposal simple and e�  cient with a variety of 
trash units. Roll out shelves and drawer banks make the 

storage of kitchen product easy and conveniently accessible. 
Keep your drawers neat and tidy with cutlery and utensil 

inserts as well as knife blocks. 

a wide array of
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Sollera o� ers a broad selection of accessories to help 
bring order and function to your kitchen. Organizing your 
items with Sollera accessories will help declutter your 
kitchen making it more e�  cient. Ask your designer about 
the many available accessories.

ACCESSORY OPTIONS
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ORGANIZE & STREAMLINE YOUR KITCHEN
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KNIFE BLOCKS & WINE STORAGE
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CABINETS & DRAWER ORGANIZATIONAL SOLUTIONS
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ORGANIZATIONAL PULLOUTS
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